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Abstract: We assess whether the probability of a sample member co-operating at a 

particular wave of a panel survey is greater if the same interviewer is deployed as at the 

previous wave. Previous research on this topic mainly uses non-experimental data. 

Consequently, a) interviewer change is generally non-random, and b) continuing 

interviewers are more experienced by the time of the next wave. Our study is based on a 

balanced experiment in which both interviewer continuity and experience are controlled. 

Multilevel multiple membership models are used to explore the effects of interviewer 

continuity on refusal rate as well as interactions of interviewer continuity with other 

variables. We find that continuity reduces refusal propensity for younger respondents but 

not for older respondents and that this effect depends on the age of the interviewer. This 

supports the notion that interviewer continuity may be beneficial in some situations, but 

not necessarily in others. 
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1. Introduction: Interviewer Continuity 

For longitudinal surveys, the perceived benefit of having the same interviewer assigned to 

a sample member at each wave is a factor that can drive important aspects of survey 

planning and design. Many survey researchers believe that interviewer continuity – 

particularly for face-to-face surveys - brings benefits, primarily in terms of continued co-

operation, though possibly also in terms of improved measurement. Consequently, they 

may sometimes be willing to prioritise assignment of the same interviewer as at the 

previous wave, even when alternative strategies may be less costly or more convenient. For 

example, when a respondent moves home between waves the researcher may prefer to 

deploy the same interviewer even if he or she now has to travel 30km to the address, rather 

than a different interviewer who lives only 5km away. Considerations of interviewer 

continuity can also influence decisions about whether to award a survey data collection 

contract to the existing contractor or to an alternative bidder, as the latter scenario will 

typically result in considerably less, if any, interviewer continuity at the next wave. 

Therefore it is important for survey managers and survey commissioners to understand 

the value of interviewer continuity, in order to make cost-effective decisions. 

There are plausible theoretical reasons why interviewer continuity may reduce refusal 

propensity. These reasons relate to trust, tailoring and consistency. 

Trust of the survey interviewer on the part of the sample member is an important influence 

on whether or not the sample member chooses to co-operate (Beerten and McConaghy 

2003, Hox and De Leeuw 2002, Morton-Williams 1993). It is plausible that a sample 

member will, on average, trust a continuing interviewer more than a replacement one. This 

should occur if the sample member has experienced no negative consequences (such as 

crime or unwanted sales calls) of having previously invited this person into their home to 

interview them. Heightened trust, and therefore reduced refusal propensity, would thus be 

associated with interviewer continuity. 

Tailoring of communication and tactics by interviewers reduces the chances of a refusal 

(Groves, Cialdini and Couper, 1992). A continuing interviewer is potentially able to draw 

upon prior knowledge of relevant characteristics of the sample member and his or her 

household that would not be available to a replacement interviewer. This additional 

knowledge could make the continuing interviewer better at tailoring both his or her calling 
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patterns and the arguments that he or she uses to persuade the sample member to take 

part.  This additional ability to tailor could therefore lead to continuing interviewers 

achieving both greater contact propensity and reduced refusal propensity (though the 

additional ability to tailor will be reduced if the survey organisation makes effective efforts 

to feed forward to the interviewer relevant information about the contact and persuasion 

attempts from previous waves). 

Consistency is generally seen as a desirable personal trait (Cialdini, 2008, chapter 3). After 

committing oneself to a position one should be more willing to comply with requests for 

behaviours that are consistent with that position. This is a likely explanation for the foot in 

the door effect in surveys (Freedman and Fraser 1966; Groves and Couper 1998). A sample 

member who has previously agreed to an interview may be more likely to agree to a 

similar request in order to appear consistent if it is the same interviewer making the 

request. Thus, a greater influence of the norm of consistency could result in reduced refusal 

propensity being associated with continuing interviewers. 

However, although it is plausible that interviewer continuity might have the effect of 

reducing refusal rates, other things being equal, there is very little empirical evidence on 

this point. A number of longitudinal surveys observe that re-interview rates are higher 

amongst cases where the same interviewer makes the approach at a subsequent wave (e.g. 

Rendtel 1990; Schräpler 2001; Waterton & Lievesley 1987). But such association does not 

imply causality. In particular, on face-to-face surveys where interviewers tend to work in 

specific geographic areas, it is quite possible that interviewer continuity and respondent 

co-operation rates have some common causes. For example, these may be associated with 

geographical mobility or employment mobility in the local area.  A study which used more 

sophisticated analysis techniques found no effect of interviewer continuity on refusal rate 

(Pickery et al 2001). To our knowledge, only one previous study has used a randomised 

design to attempt to assess the effect of interviewer continuity on re-interview rate on a 

face-to-face survey. This study involved an inter-penetrated design at wave 2 of the British 

Household Panel Survey in 1992. No effect of interviewer continuity on re-interview rate 

was found either at wave 2 (Campanelli & O’Muircheartaigh 1999) or at waves 3 or 4 

(Campanelli & O’Muircheartaigh 2002). 
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Aside from confounding effects of interviewer continuity with area effects, we note two 

additional limitations of previous studies of interviewer continuity. As far as we are aware, 

neither have been noted in the literature: 

- Interviewer continuity is, by definition, associated with increasing interview 

experience. For example, those interviewers who interview the same respondents 

over three waves of an annual panel survey all have two years more interviewing 

experience at the time of wave 3 than they had at the time of wave 1. In cases where 

there is no interviewer continuity, replacement interviewers are therefore likely to 

be less experienced, on average, than continuing interviewers. Experience is known 

to be associated with re-interview propensity and should therefore be controlled in 

any study of the effect of interviewer continuity; 

- The effect of interviewer continuity on re-interview propensity could be positive for 

some respondents (those who have a good rapport with their interviewer, perhaps) 

and negative for others (those with a poor rapport). Thus, regardless of whether or 

not there is a main effect of interviewer continuity, there may be an interaction of 

interviewer continuity with variables associated with rapport or ‘liking’ the 

interviewer. Identification of such interactions could be helpful for survey 

organisations faced with practical decisions about allocation of panel survey cases 

to interviewers.  

In this paper we examine the effect of interviewer continuity on refusal propensity using 

new experimental data. Our experimental design simultaneously controls continuity and 

interviewer experience. Additionally, our analysis considers interactions of respondent 

characteristics with interviewer continuity. We believe that these are two original 

contributions to the literature. 

2. Study Design 

The March-April 2008 round of the NatCen Social Research Omnibus Survey involved 

interviewing a random sample of the population aged 16 and over living in the United 

Kingdom. We shall refer to this survey as “wave 1”. Respondents who agreed to be re-

contacted for further research (n=1,188) formed the sample for the study reported here. 

[Response rate was 55% to the wave 1 survey and 78% of respondents agreed to be 

recontacted. However, we would note that inference in our study relies on random 

allocation within the sample who agreed to be re-contacted, so we are not reliant on 

sampling-based inference.] Sample respondents were allocated to one of four treatment 
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groups for a follow-up interview in March-May 2009 (“wave 2”). The four treatment 

groups were: 

- Same interviewer 

- Different interviewer of the same grade 

- Different interviewer of each of two different grades (grade was defined as a 3-

category variable) 

Thus the two control variables are interviewer continuity (whether or not the same 

interviewer is assigned to the sample case at both waves) and interviewer grade (in three 

categories). Grade indicates the position of an interviewer on the NatCen pay scale and 

therefore, as with any pay scale, tends to reflect a combination of competence and 

experience. We believe that interviewer grade is a good measure of the relevant 

characteristics that can differ between continuing and different interviewers in non-

experimental studies, namely those aspects of ability that are associated with length of time 

working as an interviewer. This is because NatCen interviewers are promoted to higher 

grades based on a number of criteria, some of which are related to experience per se and 

others of which are related to performance. Thus, grade would seem to capture the aspects 

of interviewer experience that are relevant to refusal propensity (organisational skills, 

ability to perceive the concerns and circumstances of respondents, ability to persuade). A 

low grade interviewer is likely to have little experience, but could alternatively have more 

experience but not have performed very well. Of course, any association between 

interviewer experience and refusal rates could be due to either a selection effect (less 

successful interviewers quit interviewing) or a learning effect (interviewers become more 

successful over time as they gain new skills). Carton and Pickery (2010) find support for 

dominance of the selection effect. We do not address the cause of any association. Our 

intention is simply to control differences between continuing and different interviewers in 

characteristics that influence refusal propensity, regardless of the cause of those 

differences. 

Allocation to treatment began by allocating each continuing interviewer to one quarter of 

his or her wave 1 respondents. This was done at random except for three primary sampling 

units (very rural areas) where assignment to random subsets of respondents would have 

been prohibitively expensive. In these cases, respondents were chosen to be allocated to the 

same interviewer based on geographical location. Remaining respondents were then 

allocated to other interviewers of different grades, producing the distribution in table 1. 

The effect of interviewer promotion between waves is shown in table 2 and illustrates the 
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importance of controlling interviewer grade. In total, 181 interviewers worked on wave 1 

of the survey, of whom 69 also worked on wave 2. A further 136 interviewers worked only 

on wave 2, meaning that overall 317 worked on one or both waves. Of these, 51% were 

female, 43% were aged over 60, 29% had no more than two years of experience as a NatCen 

interviewer, 52% had between two and ten years’ experience, and 18% had more than ten 

years’ experience. 

 

Table 1: Balanced sample design: interviewer continuity and interviewer grade  

Number of 
assigned 
wave 2 cases 

Different Interviewer Same 
Interviewer 

Total 

 Lowest 
grade 2009 

Middle 
grade 2009 

Highest 
grade 2009 

All grades     
2009 

 

Lowest 
grade 2008 

97  117  131  115  460 

Middle 
grade 2008 

114  100  105  115  434 

Highest 
grade 2008  

73  75  69  77  294 

 

 
Table 2: Grades at each wave amongst continuing interviewers  

Number of 
assigned 
wave 2 cases 

Same Interviewer Total  

 Lowest 
grade 2009 

Middle 
grade 2009 

Highest 
grade 2009 

  

Lowest grade 
2008 

57  58  0  115  

Middle grade 
2008 

0  98  17  115  

Highest 
grade 2008  

0  0  77  77  

 

 

Our key analysis variable is an indicator of interviewer change. We use two forms of this 

variable, a 9-category version and a 3-category version (see results sections below for 
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details of how these are used). The 9-category version is based on the 12 categories in table 

1, but, a) combining to single categories all cases with a different interviewer of higher 

grade and all cases with a different interviewer of lower grade and, b) creating an 

additional category for cases with the same interviewer but of a higher grade (i.e. an 

interviewer who had received a promotion in the interim). The nine categories are listed in 

table 4. 

In the 3-category version, the first category consists of all cases involving a different, lower 

grade, interviewer at wave 2. The second category consists of cases involving a different 

interviewer of the same or higher grade. The third category consists of all cases allocated 

the same interviewer at wave 2. Comparison of the second and third categories will allow 

us to identify the effect of interviewer change, controlling for change in grade.  

The wave 2 interview was introduced as a survey about safety on public transport, 

consisting primarily of a module of questions on this topic that had been asked also at 

wave 1. Socio-demographic and classificatory questions were also asked. Mean interview 

length was 21 minutes.  Of the 1,188 issued sample cases, 11 were found to be ineligible for 

re-interview (deceased or moved out of the UK). Of the remainder, 844 were successfully 

interviewed, 119 were not contacted and 179 refused the wave 2 interview. Other reasons 

for non-response accounted for the remaining 35 cases. Thus, amongst eligible cases, wave 

2 contact rate was 90% and co-operation rate was 80%, giving an overall conditional wave 

response rate of 72%.  

3. Analysis Methods 

Our analysis of refusal propensity is restricted to the 1,058 sample members who were 

successfully contacted at wave 2, amongst whom the refusal rate was 17%. We use 

multiple membership multilevel logistic models of propensity to refuse conditional on 

contact. The dependent variable is coded 1 if the sample member refused the interview at 

wave 2 and 0 otherwise. Thus, positive coefficients indicate an increased propensity for the 

undesirable outcome. 

 

A formal statement of the basic model is as follows: 
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  (1) 
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where  21 , jji  is the probability of a refusal for sample member i interviewed by 

interviewers 
21, jj  respectively at waves 1 and 2 and the random effects are assumed 

normal. Further details for such models are given by Goldstein (2011, Chapter 13).  In this 

model, conditional on the fixed effects in the model denoted by  21 , jjiX , there are two 

random interviewer effects contributing to the response from waves 1 and 2 respectively, 

namely 
21

, jj uu . The corresponding weights reflect the relative importance of the wave 1 

and wave 2 interviewers. The overall interviewer effect is thus a weighted average of the 

two interviewers, or where there is no change in interviewer, simply the effect of that 

interviewer. We have chosen to assign the same wave 1 weights to each wave 1 interviewer 

and likewise for wave 2. One of the aims of our analysis is to determine the relative 

weights which result in the best fitting model (see below).  

The multiple membership structure of the data arises from treating the interview occasions 

as level 1 units and the interviewers as level 2 units. This is not a standard 2-level model 

since the level 1 units, rather than being fully nested within each level 2 unit (interviewer) 

with an associated effect from that interviewer, are influenced by a weighted average of 

the effects associated with both (if they are different) of the interviewers assigned to them. 

This is reflected in model (1).  The multiple membership model also differs from a cross 

classified model where there are two sets of unrelated units (at occasion one and occasion 

two): treating our data that way would provide no way to differentiate the case where it is 

actually the same interviewer and where it is a different one at each occasion. 

For model estimation we use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation with 

orthogonal parameterisation and hierarchical centering with a burn-in length of 5,000 and 

20,000 iterations implemented in MLwin 2.19 (Browne, 2009, Rasbash et al., 2009). 

Multilevel multiple membership models allow us to assign different relative weights to 

interviewers at wave 1 and wave 2. However, we are unable to determine the weights on a 

priori grounds. We are only aware of one previous study that considered the relative 

influence on wave 2 participation of the wave 1 interviewer and the wave 2 interviewer. 
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Pickery et al (2001) found that the wave 1 interviewer had a stronger influence on wave 2 

refusal propensity than the wave 2 interviewer, though this conclusion was based solely on 

a comparison of coefficients from separate models, without any formal test. We therefore 

use empirical methods to select appropriate importance weights by selecting the model 

with best fit among the models with different weights. Our best fit criterion is to select the 

model with the smallest Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002).  

As the random effect of interviewers turns out not to be significant (see section 4 below) we 

do not test for fixed effects of interviewer change between waves or of any other 

interviewer characteristics. Instead, using the initial weights, we proceed to test random 

effects of twelve characteristics of respondents in order to establish whether interviewers 

vary in their relative success with different sample subgroups. These twelve characteristics 

represent all the socio-demographic variables available in the wave 1 data for the full 

sample. 

We test all categorical predictor variables (other than interviewer change) as dichotomies, 

as the model otherwise becomes over-parameterised when we include interactions with 

interviewer change. Few of the variables are naturally dichotomous so combination of 

categories is necessary. This is done by fitting simple logistic regression models of refusal 

with the variable in question (full version) as the sole predictor variable, first combining 

categories with estimated coefficients that were not significantly different from one another 

(P > 0.10) and subsequently, if necessary, combining categories with the smallest absolute 

difference in estimated β-coefficients until only two categories remain. In addition to the 

dichotomous predictors, we have one continuous predictor, age. The twelve resultant 

predictor variables are listed in table 3. 
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Table 3: Predictor variables tested for interaction with interviewer change 

Variable Description Coding (Ref = 0) Number of 
respondents 
in category 1 

Sex Sex  1 = Female 599 

Age Age Continuous  

Edu Education level  1 = Lower than first 
degree 

164 

Rdwell Dwelling type 1 = Flat (0 = house) 168 

Rarea Interviewer assessment of 
condition of houses in the area 

1 = Mainly good (0 = 
mixed or mainly poor) 

530 

Rhouse Interviewer assessment of 
condition of house relative to 
other houses in the area 

1 = Same as or worse 
than other houses in the 
area (0 = Better than 
others) 

942 

Rmarried Marital status 1 = Single 209 

Rnumadl Number of adults in the 
household 

1 = 4 or more 52 

Kids Number of children in the 
household 

1 = 1 or more 250 

Work Whether respondent currently 
in employment 

1 = not working 494 

Rent Housing tenure 1 = renting (0 = own 
outright or buying on a 
mortgage) 

294 

Disab Whether respondent has a 
disability 

1 = no 770 

Note: Total number of respondents in the analysis is 1,058. Predictor variables were all collected at 

wave 1 of the survey (and are therefore available for both respondents and non-respondents at wave 

2). 

 

For each predictor variable listed in table 3, we first tested whether the variable had a 

random coefficient at interviewer level. Significance was judged in terms of whether the 

95% interval estimate for a single parameter included zero. More generally, the DIC 

statistic was used to compare models where models differed in terms of two or more 

parameters. Retaining each significant variable our intention was then to develop a full 

random effects model through backwards elimination, retaining only those predictors and 
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their random coefficients which remain significant. However, as it turned out (see below) 

this step was not necessary as only one predictor variable showed significance.  

When testing the significance of random slopes we use initial level 2 weights of 0.5 for each 

wave, until we have identified the final model. We then fit that model with alternative 

combinations of weights and select the combination that results in the smallest DIC. 

Finally, we test interactions with the 3-category interviewer change variable of each 

variable for which there is a significant random effect. We use the 3-category version in 

order to retain sufficient statistical power to detect effects. Each of the interactions that is 

significant in these one-interaction models is then included in a combined model.  

4. Results: Interviewer Effect 

We first fit a null model to test for a random intercept for interviewer combinations. The fit 

of this model is almost identical whether we specify the weights to be 1.0 for wave 1 and 

0.0 for wave 2 (DIC=873.0), 0.5 for each wave (DIC=873.7), or 0.0 for wave 1 and 1.0 for 

wave 2 (873.3). By comparing the above models to a base model containing only a fixed-

effect intercept (model 1 in table 4, DIC=872.8), we note that adding a random interviewer 

combination effect does not improve the model fit. Also, the random effect (in each of the 

three above weight specifications) is not significant.  

We therefore find no evidence of variation between interviewer combinations in 

propensity for a sample member to refuse. There is therefore no variation that can be 

explained by fixed characteristics of interviewers. To confirm this we fit a model in which 

the sole fixed effect predictor is the 9-category interviewer change variable. The fit of the 

model is slightly worse (DIC=879.5) than the null model with only a fixed intercept 

(DIC=872.8) and none of the coefficients for interviewer change reach significance (we 

tested all pairwise combinations of interviewer change and none was associated with a 

significantly different refusal propensity). The unweighted refusal rates for each 

interviewer combination are presented in table 4. 
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Table 4: Refusal  rates by interviewer combination  

 Refusal rate n 

Same interviewer: low grade 19.2 52 

Same interviewer: medium grade 7.8 90 

Same interviewer: high grade 11.3 71 

Same interviewer: higher grade 14.7 68 

Different interviewer, same grade: low  15.2 79 

Different interviewer, same grade: medium  10.5 86 

Different interviewer, same grade: high  16.1 56 

Different interviewer, lower grade 18.2 236 

Different interviewer, higher grade 13.8 320 

 

5. Results: Random Effects of Respondent Characteristics 

Though we found no evidence that interviewer combinations vary in their propensity to 

elicit a refusal, on average, it is possible that they may differ in the extent to which this 

propensity varies between sample members with different characteristics. We therefore test 

whether there is random slope variance associated with each of the twelve respondent 

characteristics listed in table 3. We add each random slope in turn to the model which 

otherwise contains only the fixed intercept. For all respondents’ characteristics other than 

age, the random slope variance is not significant (the mean of 20,000 MCMC parameter 

estimates is not significantly different from zero and the mode is zero to five decimal 

places). The only variable for which the random slope variance achieves significance is 

respondent age. DIC actually increases when the random effect of age is added to the 

model, but the covariance of age with the intercept is estimated to be 0.00, so we fix the 

covariance to zero, thereby reducing the number of parameters to be estimated. With the 

covariance removed, the random effect of age remains significant and DIC reduces. This 

suggests that interviewer combinations may differ in the extent to which they are relatively 

more (or less) likely to elicit a refusal from older (or younger) respondents. It is therefore of 

interest to know whether this variation can be explained by fixed characteristics of 

interviewers, notably interviewer change.  
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For the model containing a fixed intercept and a random slope of respondent age, we 

compare alternative assignment of weights to the two waves. We find that minimum DIC 

is achieved with weights of 0.25 for wave 1 and 0.75 for wave 2, suggesting that the wave 2 

interviewer has approximately three times as much influence on the wave 2 outcome as the 

wave 1 interviewer (table 4). We use these weights in subsequent modelling. 

6. Results: Interactions Between Interviewer and Respondent Characteristics 

We next explore whether the variation between interviewers in the effect of respondent age 

on refusal propensity (significant random slope for respondent age) can be explained by 

known characteristics of interviewers, notably interviewer change. We therefore explore 

fixed-effect interactions between respondent age and interviewer characteristics. The 3-

category version of the interviewer change variable is used: a different interviewer of a 

lower grade, a different interviewer of the same or higher grade, and the same interviewer. 

The interaction between respondent age and interviewer change does not reach statistical 

significance, though the model with this term added (including the respective main effects 

as fixed effects) is a better fit (DIC=870.4) than the model with only a fixed intercept and a 

random effect of respondent age (DIC=893.5). However, we can also explore the possible 

effects of other known characteristics of interviewers, namely age and sex. Specifically, we 

hypothesise that the random effect of respondent age may be related to interviewer age, so 

we create a new 5-category variable defined by interviewer change and interviewer age. 

This variable is created by sub-dividing both the cases with the same interviewer at wave 2 

and the cases with a different interviewer of same or higher grade into those where the 

wave 2 interviewer is aged over 60 and those with a younger interviewer. The cases with a 

different interviewer of lower grade are not sub-divided by interviewer age as this 

distinction is not of substantive interest (as there is no comparison group of same 

interviewers of lower grade). We also recode respondent age as a binary variable 

indicating whether or not the respondent is aged over 60. This is done to gain statistical 

power and the cut-point is chosen based on previous research that shows people of 

retirement age to be distinctive in terms of the determinants of survey participation (Lynn 

2012). The sample contained 324 respondents aged over 60 and 734 aged 60 or under. 

The interaction between respondent age and this 5-category measure of interviewer change 

and age combinations includes significant differences (details in section 7 below) and the 
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model fit is significantly improved (DIC=856.9, compared to 867.5 in the model with only a 

random effect of age). We therefore retain this term in the model and proceed to test the 

interaction of interviewer sex with respondent age. This interaction is not significant and 

does not improve model fit. We also test the effects of interactions of respondent age with 

sex of wave 1 interviewer and with age of wave 1 interviewer, both instead of or as well as 

the interaction with age of wave 2 interviewer. None of these interactions improve the 

model. Thus, we retain as our final model the model containing, in the fixed part, the 

interaction between respondent age (2 categories) and the combination of interviewer age 

and interviewer change (5 categories), plus a random effect of respondent age (continuous 

variable). This model is denoted model 3 in table 5.  

Table 5: Comparison of models 

Model no. Fixed part Random part Weights 
(wave 1: wave 

2) 

DIC 

1 Intercept None 0.5 : 0.5 872.8 

2a Intercept Respage 0.5 : 0.5 867.7 

2b Intercept Respage 0.25 : 0.75 867.5 

3 Intercept 

Intchg 

Agedum 

Intchg*Agedum 

 

Respage 0.25 : 0.75 856.9 

Notes: Respage is respondent age in years; Agedum is a binary indicator of whether or not the 
respondent is aged over 60 (at wave 2); Intchg is a 5-category variable indicating whether the wave 2 
interviewer is a) same as wave 1, up to 60, b) same as wave 1, over 60, c) different, same or higher 
grade, up to 60, d) different, same or higher grade, over 60, e) different, lower grade. All models 
based on n=1,058. 

 

7. Final Model 

The final model is summarised in table 6. To aid interpretation, figure 1 displays the 

model-predicted propensities to refuse for each combination of interviewer continuity and 

respondent age (different interviewer of a lower grade is not shown, as this is not of 

relevance to the central theme of this article, as explained earlier). The model suggests that 

for sample members aged up to 60, interviewer continuity reduces the propensity for 

refusal if the interviewer is aged over 60 (left-hand panel in figure 1). For sample members 
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aged over 60, assigning an older interviewer reduces the propensity to refuse, regardless of 

whether or not it is the same interviewer who carried out the wave 1 interview (right-hand 

panel in figure 1). Specifically, for sample members aged up to 60, assignment of the same 

interviewer, aged over 60, results in a significantly lower probability of refusing than 

assignment of a different interviewer aged 60 or under (p = 0.04) or assignment of a 

different interviewer over 60 (p = 0.03). For sample members aged over 60, assignment of a 

different interviewer, aged over 60, results in a significantly lower probability of refusing 

than assignment of the same interviewer, aged up to 60 (p = 0.03). There is also a 

suggestion that continuity with an interviewer aged over 60 results in a lower probability 

of refusing than continuity with an interviewer aged 60 or under, though the difference is 

only of marginal significance (p = 0.10 for respondents over 60 and p = 0.07 for respondents 

60 or under). 

Table 6: Final model of propensity to refuse 

Fixed Part Coefficient Standard Error 

Intercept -1.59 0.29 ** 

respondent age 60+ -0.49 0.60  

same interviewer 61+ -0.83 0.46  

different interviewer <61 0.00 0.34  
different interviewer 61+ 0.04 0.37  

different interviewer lower grade in w2 0.23 0.35  

same int 61+ * resp age 60+ -1.52 1.50  

different interviewer <61 * respondent age 60+ -0.69 0.75  
different interviewer 61+ * respondent age 60+ -2.07 1.02 ** 

different interviewer, lower grade in w2* resp age 
60+ 

-0.50 0.74 
 

    

Random Part    

Level: combination of 2008 interviewers (35%) and 2009 interviewers (65%) 

var(intercept) 0.147 0.172   

var (age-gm) 0.00119 0.00068  

    

Model Fit    

DIC:  856.9   

Units: interviewers (2009) 227  

Units: respondents 1058   

Notes: Dependent variable is an indicator of whether the sample member refused to co-
operate at wave 2. Base is all sample members contacted at wave 2. Reference category for 
respondent age is 60 or under. Reference category for interviewer change is the same 
interviewer, aged 60 or under. 
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Figure 1: Predicted propensity to refuse, by interviewer continuity, interviewer age 
and respondent age 
 

 

 

It is interesting to note that the effect of interviewer continuity for younger sample 

members would have appeared larger if we had not controlled for interviewer experience. 

The difference in predicted probability of refusal between the same interviewer over 60 

and a different interviewer of lower grade is even greater (p = 0.01) than the differences 

reported in the previous paragraph between the same interviewer and a different 

interviewer of the same or higher grade (of either age group). 

8. Discussion 

This experimental study has provided evidence of heterogeneous effects of interviewer 

continuity on co-operation by panel survey members. We believe it is the first study to find 

such evidence. Specifically, we find that continuity reduces refusal propensity for one 

sample subgroup (respondents aged 60 or under) but not for another (respondents aged 

over 60) and that this effect depends on a characteristic (age) of the interviewer. This 

supports the notion that interviewer continuity may be beneficial in some situations, but 

not necessarily in others. Whether interviewer continuity is beneficial may depend on the 

characteristics of the previous interviewer, the available alternative interviewers, and the 
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respondent. What we conclude from this is that interviewer continuity should neither be 

blindly pursued in all cases nor completely ignored. Rather, survey organisations would be 

well-advised to attempt to restrict the pursuit of interviewer continuity to situations where 

it is likely to matter. This can be thought of as an example of targeting of survey design 

features (Lynn, forthcoming). 

We find that for younger respondents, interviewer continuity may only be beneficial if the 

interviewer is aged over 60. And in the case of older sample members, changing the 

interviewer may be beneficial if this involves switching from a younger to an older 

interviewer. The effect for younger respondents is intriguing, though the explanation is 

unclear. Maybe the trust of younger respondents is more likely to be engendered by older 

interviewers. Maybe older interviewers are generally better at tailoring but this only 

matters when the respondent is younger. Maybe younger respondents feel more strongly 

the need to appear consistent when the interviewer is older. Or maybe a greater positive 

age difference between interviewer and respondent engenders greater respect. The 

explanation of this finding requires further research. 

Furthermore, we have demonstrated the importance of controlling for interviewer 

experience in studying interviewer continuity. We would have over-estimated the benefits 

of continuity had we ignored experience, as changing to a less experienced (lower grade) 

interviewer tends to increase the probability of a refusal. 

It should be remembered that observed main effects of interviewer continuity are likely to 

mask a range of respondent-specific effects. Thus even if, for example, a switch to a 

different, lower-grade, interviewer reduces co-operation propensity on average, there may 

be some respondents for whom such a switch is neutral, or even positive. In other words, 

the effect may not be uniform across respondents. Our finding that the effect of interviewer 

continuity on refusal propensity differed between younger and older sample members is 

an example of such a non-uniform effect. 

Our study is somewhat exploratory and some of the decisions we made in the course of the 

analysis were data-driven rather than theory-driven. For this reason, the specific 

substantive findings should be treated with caution. Furthermore, our complex models 

require large sample sizes for good estimation. Other interactions between respondent 

characteristics and interviewer continuity may have become apparent with greater 

statistical power. Good measures of other relevant characteristics could also reveal other 
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interactions. In particular, we would expect that the effect of interviewer continuity should 

depend on the rapport between respondent and interviewer and the extent to which the 

respondent likes the interviewer. Rapport and liking should depend on the combination of 

characteristics of respondent and interviewer, not merely the characteristics of the 

respondent. But in this study we had available only very limited characteristics of the 

interviewer. Furthermore, the available respondent characteristics may not be the most 

relevant ones. We suggest that future studies should consider measuring respondent 

personality and behavioural traits and preferences or, ideally, aspects of the respondent-

interviewer interaction. Direct questions to the respondent regarding how they perceived 

the interviewer may provide the most powerful indicators of the likely effect of interviewer 

continuity. There are, of course, issues to be addressed in asking such questions. If they are 

administered by the interviewer who is the subject of the questions, there will be a risk of 

social desirability bias affecting the answers given (DeMaio 1984). Thus, a confidential self-

completion mode may be preferred for administration of these questions. Aside from the 

mode in which the questions are asked, there is also work to be done to develop questions 

that effectively capture the extent to which the respondent is likely to be willing to be re-

interviewed by the same interviewer. 

We recognise that interviewer grade is not a perfect measure of the relevant concepts of 

experience or performance capability. There is an opportunity for future studies to benefit 

from attempting to measure more directly the qualities of an interviewer that determine 

success at making contact and gaining co-operation. Measures of experience might include 

numbers of cases worked, the period of time over which these cases were worked, and the 

variability in characteristics of those cases. Measures of competence might include input-

adjusted outcome measures, such as response rates conditional on sample characteristics. 

Separate identification of experience and competence in future studies might provide 

insights into the mechanisms by which interviewer grade effects operate. This could assist 

sample allocation decisions. 

This study was designed to identify the effects of interviewer continuity, not to explain the 

causes of such effects. We posited three possible causes: trust, tailoring and consistency. 

There is no particular reason why any of these causes should not apply more strongly to 

younger respondents than older respondents, or to older interviewers rather than younger 

ones. Thus, the identification of heterogenous effects cannot assist us to identify the cause 

of the effects. 
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We cannot rule out the possibility that interviewer continuity effects are sensitive to the 

survey context. Our study is based on a request to take part in a relatively short interview 

(21 minutes) on a particular topic (safety on public transport). Results for a different type of 

survey request could be different. This issue could warrant investigation. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the effect of interviewer continuity on 

subsequent survey response may be rather more complex than has been implied by 

previous literature. The effect may depend on the interaction between characteristics of the 

previous interviewer, of the available alternative interviewers, and of the respondent. We 

have found examples of such interaction. We have also demonstrated the importance of 

controlling for the effect of interviewer experience, of appropriate analysis methods, and of 

capturing interviewer characteristics. We believe there is considerable potential to learn 

more about the nature of interviewer continuity effects. This knowledge could help to 

reduce panel survey refusal rates in the future. But to gain this knowledge, further research 

would benefit from better measures of both respondent and interviewer characteristics, 

including interviewer experience and ability, and direct measures of the respondent’s 

perception of his or her interviewer. In addition, randomised designs and appropriate 

analysis methods are needed.  
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